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Webinar Outline
• Introduction: What will we cover?
• Update on Recent Anti-Camping Cases
• Martin v. City of Boise
• Joel v City of Orlando
• Update on Recent Panhandling/Solicitation Cases
• Overview: Los Angeles Alliance for Survival v. City of L.A (2000)
• SRCEH v. City of Sacramento
• Summary
• SB 946: Sidewalk Vending
• Background - What does prohibit?
• Background - What does it authorize?
• Changes to Penalty Provisions
• Frequently Asked Questions & Issues
• Questions
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Enforcement of Anti-Camping Regulations
Martin v. City of Boise
• Case dates back to 2009
• The plaintiffs, six homeless or
formerly homeless Boise,
Idaho residents, alleged that
laws prohibiting them from
sleeping outdoors within city
limits amounted to cruel and
unusual punishment and
violated their rights under the
Eighth Amendment
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Enforcement of Anti-Camping Regulations
• Two Boise ordinances criminalized the act of sleeping
outside on public property:
• The Disorderly Conduct Ordinance, criminalized
“occupying, lodging, or sleeping in any building,
structure or place, whether public or private” without
permission.
• The Anti-Camping Ordinance criminalized using
“any of the streets, sidewalks, parks or public
places as a camping place at any time.”

Enforcement of Anti-Camping Regulations
• Martin v. City of Boise - Ninth Circuit Holds:
• City not required to provide sufficient shelter for the
homeless, or allow anyone who wishes to sit, lie, or
sleep on the streets…at any time and at any place
• However - So long as there is a greater number of
homeless individuals in [a jurisdiction] than the
number of available beds [in shelters], the
jurisdiction cannot prosecute homeless individuals
for “involuntary sitting, lying, and sleeping in public”

Enforcement of Anti-Camping Regulations
• Joel v. City of Orlando:
• The 11th Circuit upheld an
anti-camping ordinance similar
to Boise’s against a similar
challenge
• Upheld because the City was
able to present unrefuted
evidence that the homeless
shelters in the City of Orlando
had never reached capacity
and the plaintiffs had always
enjoyed access to shelter
space

Enforcement of Anti-Camping Regulations
• Suggestions:
• Include “express necessity exception”

• Develop enforcement protocols designed to determine the
capacity of local homeless shelters and whether they impose
any specific rules which might make them unavailable to
certain homeless populations

Solicitation/Panhandling Regulations Update
• Overview: Los Angeles Alliance for Survival v. City of
L.A. (2000)
• Established standards for analyzing the constitutionality of
ordinances governing the public solicitation of funds
• “If there is a bedrock principle underlying the First
Amendment, it is that Government may not prohibit the
expression of an idea simply because society finds the
idea itself offensive or disagreeable
• Ordinances must include content-neutral time, place, and
manner regulations

Solicitation/Panhandling Regulations Update
• SRCEH v. Sacramento Case: Contents
• The April 2018 ordinance gave Sacramento Police
the authority to cite, fine, and arrest people who are
panhandling or otherwise asking for help or
donations
• Regulated both “aggressive and intrusive
solicitation” and passive solicitation
• If charged more than twice within six months could
be charged with a misdemeanor – punishable by a
fine of up to $1000, six months in jail or both

Solicitation/Panhandling Regulations Update
• SRCEH v. Sacramento:
• Federal Court ordered an
immediate halt to Sacramento’s
ordinance stating that it was “a
direct First Amendment case”
involving the free speech rights
of individuals seeking donations
from passersby.

SB 946: Sidewalk Vending

SB 946: Sidewalk Vending - Overview
SB 946:
• In September 2018, Gov. Jerry Brown signed SB
946 into law, prohibiting all criminal penalties for
sidewalk vending violations and allowing anyone
previously prosecuted for a vending violation the
opportunity to have a conviction, sentence, or fine
dismissed.
• The Safe Sidewalk Vending Act (Senate Bill 946)
considers sidewalk vendors like any other
business, allowing municipalities to require that
sidewalk vendors obtain business licenses and
abide by state tax laws.
• Championed by Sen. Ricardo Lara (D - Bell
Gardens), the bill was introduced in response to a
rise in stories of harassment and arrests of street
vendors.

SB 946: Sidewalk Vending - Overview
SB 946 Key Definitions:
• “Sidewalk vendor” - “a person who sells food or merchandise
from a pushcart, stand, display, pedal-driven cart, wagon,
showcase, rack, or other nonmotorized conveyance, or from
one’s person, upon a public sidewalk or other pedestrian
path.”
• Roaming sidewalk vendor” - a sidewalk vendor who moves
from place to place and stops only to complete a transaction.
• Stationary sidewalk vendor” - a sidewalk vendor who vends
from a fixed location.

SB 946: Sidewalk Vending
Authorizes:
• Authorizes cities to adopt time, place and manner restrictions
for sidewalk vending, provided those restrictions are directly
related to “objective health, safety or welfare concerns” (To the
extent limitations on hours are needed, they cannot be unduly
restrictive)
• Continues to allow cities to require compliance with sanitary
standards, ADA requirements and that food preparation be
consistent with Health and Safety Code sections 113700 et
seq.
• Continues to allow cities to require vendors to obtain a permit
for sidewalk vending or a business license and require sellers
permits from the California Department of Tax and Fee
Administration

SB 946: Sidewalk Vending
Authorizes:
• Allows cities to prohibit “stationary sidewalk vendors”
from areas zoned exclusively residential.
• Allows cities to prohibit vending within the vicinity of a
farmers’ market or swap meet or areas designated for
use pursuant to a temporary special permit

SB 946: Sidewalk Vending
Authorizes:
• Allows cities to impose sidewalk
vending regulations for public parks,
provided they are necessary to
ensure the use and enjoyment of
the park and necessary to “prevent
an undue concentration of
commercial activity that
unreasonably interferes with the
scenic and natural character of the
[a] park”

SB 946: Sidewalk Vending
Penalty Changes:
• Requires cities to cease criminal prosecution for sidewalk
vending violations.
• A local authority can issue administrative citations for
violations.
• A local authority can impose higher administrative
penalties for failure to obtain the appropriate permits.
• SB 946 requires there be a process for determining a person’s
ability to pay. Further, the person must be informed of his or
her right to request an “ability-to-pay determination.”
• Finally, if the person is successful in establishing that he or
she is unable to pay, he or she will only be required to pay 20
percent of the fine.

SB 946: Sidewalk Vending: FAQ
Question:

Can a local authority require licenses/permits
that are specific for sidewalk vendors?

SB 946: Sidewalk Vending: FAQ
Answer:
• Can a local authority require licenses/permits that are specific
for sidewalk vendors?
• Yes, a local authority may impose a licensing regime that is
specific to sidewalk vending. Some cities previously required
criminal background checks and accompanying insurance
requirements. These may continue. However, it is
recommended that a local authority make appropriate findings
in their ordinance that explains how such regulations are
objectively related to the health, safety, and welfare of the
public.

SB 946: Sidewalk Vending: FAQ
Question:
Can a local authority ban
sidewalk vendors in its
major tourist attractions
(e.g., sports stadiums,
concert venues, etc.)?

SB 946: Sidewalk Vending: FAQ
Answer:
• Can a local authority ban sidewalk vendors in its
major tourist attractions (e.g., sports stadiums,
concert venues, etc.)?
• Yes. Recall that SB 946 defines sidewalk vending
as occurring in public sidewalks and pedestrian
paths. It also authorizes sidewalk vending in public
parks. However, no part of SB 946 authorizes
vending in other public areas.

SB 946: Sidewalk Vending: FAQ
Question:
• Can a local authority just
do nothing or adopt
regulations by resolution?

SB 946: Sidewalk Vending: FAQ
Answer:
• Can a local authority just do nothing or adopt regulations by
resolution?
• Yes, a local authority may elect to do nothing and simply allow
vendors in its jurisdiction, subject to County Health
Department regulations (for food vendors only). However,
they may not prohibit vendors from operating in its jurisdiction.
Alternatively, a local authority may adopt regulations by
resolution, however you may want to check with your attorney
regarding the enforceability of regulations that are adopted by
resolution.

SB 946: Sidewalk Vending: FAQ
Question:
• Can we impose limitations
on the hours of operations
for sidewalk vendors?

SB 946: Sidewalk Vending: FAQ
Answer:
• Can we impose limitations on the hours of operations for
sidewalk vendors?
• Yes. However, limitations on hours of operation cannot be
unduly restrictive. In nonresidential areas, any limitations on
the hours of operation for sidewalk vending cannot be more
restrictive than any limitations on hours of operation imposed
on other businesses or uses on the same street.

SB 946: Sidewalk Vending: FAQ
Question:
• Can we require the
sidewalk vendor to
receive approval from
other local businesses in
the area?

SB 946: Sidewalk Vending: FAQ
Answer:
• Can we require the sidewalk vendor to receive approval from
other local businesses in the area?
• No. A local authority cannot not require a sidewalk vendor to
first obtain the consent or approval of any nongovernmental
entity or individual before he or she can sell food or
merchandise.
• Further, a local authority cannot restrict sidewalk vendors to
operate only in a designated neighborhoods or areas, except
when that restriction is directly related to objective health,
safety, or welfare concerns.

SB 946: Sidewalk Vending: FAQ
Question:
• Can a local authority
restrict the total number of
vendors in a jurisdiction?

SB 946: Sidewalk Vending: FAQ
Answer:
• Can a local authority restrict the total number of vendors in a
jurisdiction?
• No. A local authority cannot restrict the overall number of
sidewalk vendors permitted to operate within the jurisdiction,
unless the restriction is directly related to objective health,
safety, or welfare concerns.

SB 946: Sidewalk Vending: FAQ
Question:
• Can a local authority
prohibit vendors in a
public park?

SB 946: Sidewalk Vending: FAQ
Answer:
• Can a local authority prohibit vendors in a public park?
• No. A local authority cannot prohibit a sidewalk vendor from selling food
or merchandise in a park, except in cases where the local authority has
signed an agreement for concessions that exclusively permits the sale of
food or merchandise by the concessionaire.
• Alternatively, may adopt additional requirements regulating the time,
place, and manner of sidewalk vending in a park if the requirements are
any of the following:
• Directly related to objective health, safety, or welfare concerns.
• Necessary to ensure the public’s use and enjoyment of natural
resources and recreational opportunities.
• Necessary to prevent an undue concentration of commercial
activity that unreasonably interferes with the scenic and natural
character of the park.
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